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Abstract

Measuring the coverage of a test suite provides common metrics to assess the quality of a test suite. In safety-critical applications, as in the domains of avionics and automotive, complete coverage is required for certification. Usual approaches to measure the coverage require instrumentation of the source code or the object code of the system under test to obtain processable execution traces. However, instrumentation might change the behavior of the system under test. In this paper we show an approach to measure the coverage of a test suite and to generate human-readable reports without instrumentation of the system under test. As a system under test we use an operating system. Our approach is based on the execution traces obtained from an instrumented QEMU CPU emulator. We use this emulator to execute the operating system and the test cases. From the execution of the test cases we obtain execution traces. We provide a framework to map these execution traces back to the source code and to generate a detailed report exposing execution and branching (taken/not taken) information at the assembly language level and source code level.

To evaluate our approach we generate coverage reports for the RTEMS real time operating system. We provide detailed coverage results for RTEMS running on different CPUs in this paper. Coverage of a test suite can be used by operating system developers to assess test suite quality and guide test case creation. Our approach is due to the lack of instrumentation of source code and object code broadly applicable for development of embedded systems applications.
1 Introduction

Different industry and country specific standards specifying functional safety requirements for software-based systems exist. The ECSS-E-STR-40C [3] Standard defines the principles and requirements applicable to space software engineering, ISO 26262 [5] is considered as state-of-the-art in automotive electric and electronic systems, and DO-178C [4] is the document by which certification authorities approve all software-based avionics systems. These are three examples of standards which software of systems in the respective domain have to satisfy to obtain certification. All of these standards have in common that testing the software is quantified in code coverage where the standards require different coverage metrics depending on the criticality level of the system under test (SUT).

Code coverage is the percentage of the software artifacts that have been executed (covered) by the test suite [3]. Software artifacts are e.g. statements, conditions, and decisions within the source code, or instructions and branches within the object code.

Three different methods exist to obtain code coverage:

1. **Instrument Source Code** to compile the SUT including instrumentation code that is used to generate traces during execution.

2. **Instrument Object Code** by a compiler to generate traces during execution.

3. **Obtain execution traces from the execution platform** without instrumentation.

The differences of the three methods are visualized in Figure 1. The methods instrumenting the source and object code are labeled as conventional approach. In this work we introduce a tool chain based on the third method labeled as approach by virtualization in Figure 1. As execution platform we utilize the CPU emulator QEMU [7] which virtualizes the target CPU and dynamically translates object code into native host instructions.

Different versions of QEMU [6] and also other CPU emulators, e.g. TSIM [8], Skyeye [9], etc. exist which produce a debug log of the executed instructions when an executable is running. This debug log is the trace information which is analyzed to identify branch instructions and to determine whether the branch was taken or not taken. In this work we use an extended version of QEMU [7] that produces execution traces which are analyzed to obtain coverage information. This QEMU version was extended within the COUVERTURE project [2] and therefore named Couverture QEMU.

The tool we introduce here, to process coverage information and generate the coverage reports, was named covoar. **Covoar** was designed to analyze code coverage as automated as possible. Because covoar supports performing coverage analysis using a set of different CPU emulators, covoar has to solve issues caused by different formats of execution information. Each source producing execution information, e.g. emulator, hardware debugger, etc. may produce the information in a different format. Covoar converts the execution information into an internal representation where currently formats produced by TSIM, Skyeye, QEMU, and Couverture QEMU emulators are supported. From the internal representation covoar merges execution information for a set of methods of interest.

The output produced by covoar is actually a set of HTML and simple ASCII files that give a developer the necessary information to quickly determine the current status of the code coverage and enough information to determine the location of uncovered code. The location of uncovered code is determined by using the source to object code mapping information extracted from the debugging information contained in the SUT. The resolution of uncovered code does not simply translate into additions to the test suite. Often the resolution points to improvements or changes to the analyzed code. Covoar is invoked once the execution of the test suite is complete.

Since the aforementioned standards demand that all requirement-based test cases must be executed on the target platform for coverage purposes a final verification on the target platform is required. Applying the approach by virtualization for coverage analysis, this final verification can be simplified, because no instrumentation was added to the executables. Therefore the final verification entails rerunning the test cases and showing that the results are the same as on the emulator.

**Covoar** is an open source tool and freely available, developed within the RTEMS project [1]. In this work we use the RTEMS operating system (OS) as SUT and provide two coverage reports resulting from executing the test suite, provided by the RTEMS project, within the Couverture QEMU emulator. As target platforms for these two examples we decided to use Intel 80386 and SPARC. The reports currently contain information about instruction and branch coverage.
2 Preliminaries

In this work we use a CPU emulator to obtain execution traces from which we generate a code coverage report. We obtain these execution traces from the emulator without instrumenting our SUT and analyze their coverage regarding different coverage metrics.

2.1 CPU emulator QEMU

QEMU is an open source CPU emulator. As an emulator QEMU enables a host computer system to behave like another computer, called guest. Therefore QEMU enables a host computer to run software which was designed for the guest system. All versions of QEMU can be configured to produce a debug log of the instructions executed while an executable is running. An extended version of QEMU is Couverture QEMU that produces a trace log which is denser than the debug log and represents a superset of the execution information contained in the debug log. This information can be analyzed to identify branch instructions and to determine whether the branch was taken or not taken.

The extensions for Couverture QEMU were developed within the COUVERTURE project. The COUVERTURE project had the objectives to produce a coverage analysis tool-set with the ability to generate artifacts that allow the tools to be used for safety-critical software projects. Beyond the production of a tool-set an important goal was to raise awareness and interest about safety-critical and certification issues. In the COUVERTURE project the front-end, that is used to analyze execution information and generating coverage reports including source to object code mapping, is only available for programs written in the programming language Ada [10].

The QEMU emulator and therefore also Couverture QEMU dynamically translates object code into native host instructions. As a result test suites typically execute faster than on the actual target hardware. To perform validation campaigns within the
space industry emulators must be qualified before they can be used for credit. To our knowledge TSIM, a commercial product from Gaisler Research, is such a qualified emulator. Despite the non-intrusive extraction of execution information where the SUT is not instrumented, an emulator enables levels of debugging and testing that are not readily available on real hardware. An emulator can offer [11]:

- **Greater availability:** Early production hardware is often available in very limited quantities or is expensive. The emulator allows a greater number of embedded software developers to access the tools they need to write and test software.

- **More control:** The emulator can be easily stopped, reconfigured, and rerun. The system state can be saved and restored. This is not easy on real hardware.

- **Increased debugging ability:** The emulator provides a debugging environment that is not possible to create on real hardware. The emulator can show internal state of devices revealing information that cannot be captured with a logic probe. The emulator also provides more debugging control (with the use of breakpoints) that is not possible on real hardware.

- **Increased stability:** Early prototype hardware may have bugs or be unstable. The emulator enables comparative testing on early prototype hardware so that hardware bugs are easier to identify.

- **Facilitate Testautomation:** An emulator allows transferring the SUT into a certain state before the execution starts which facilitates automatically execution of tests.

### 2.2 Code Coverage Metrics

Code coverage or also structural coverage is used as a measure to analyze which parts of an SUT are tested. Depending on the level of the language in which the SUT is represented we divide structural coverage into two different measures. First we use object code coverage for a lower level language (object code), second we use source code coverage for higher level languages (C, C++, etc.). As shown in [12] object code coverage and source code coverage are not equivalent. Therefore, since source code coverage is required for certifications in the aforementioned domains of automotive, avionics, etc., we treat both of them in this work.

**Object Code Coverage** includes two measures: first measure is the proportion of executed instructions to existing instructions, second is the proportion of executed branches to existing branches within an SUT.

**Source Code Coverage** includes three simple measures, and combinations of them subsuming the simple ones. The simple measures are the proportion of executed statements to existing statements, the proportion of executed conditions to existing conditions, and the proportion of executed decisions to existing decisions within an SUT. The only combination we use in this work is the modified condition / decision coverage (MC/DC). MC/DC confirms that every point of entry and exit was invoked at least once, every condition in a decision has been taken on all possible outcomes at least once, and each condition has been shown to independently affect the overall decision outcome.

Detailed introductions of source and object code coverage can be found in [12]. In the aforementioned standards we found inconsistencies in the use of branch and decision coverage. Where DO-178C and ECSS-E-ST-40C require decision coverage, ISO 26262 requires branch coverage. Due to the definition of decision in the position paper [13] we assume branch coverage used in ISO 26262 to be equivalent to decision coverage.

### 3 Covoar

The tool *covoar* has been developed as part of the RTEMS project to analyze the coverage of the test suite created to test the RTEMS OS. Traditionally, code coverage analysis has been performed by instrumenting the source code or object code or by using special hardware to monitor the instructions executed. The guidelines for the RTEMS code coverage effort were to use existing tools and to avoid altering the code to be analyzed. This was accomplished by using a CPU emulator that provides execution information. This information is processed by *covoar* to determine which instructions are executed.

*Covoar* is not restricted to be used only in combination with the RTEMS operating system. *Covoar* is broadly applicable for development of embedded
systems applications.

Covoar takes the execution information, provided as execution traces, from a CPU emulator, marks the corresponding symbols, which are extracted from the execution traces in the SUTs symbol table, as executed, and generates a coverage report. This report also contains information of executed and not executed source code which is created by using the debug information in DWARF format [16] within the SUT. The symbol table from the SUT can be used to analyze coverage when executing a test suite because a set of object code to be analyzed is the same in all tests and linked to the same address range. Covoar is a next generation program which takes a list of symbols and accounts for them being at different addresses in different tests. It knows the sizes and offsets of instructions are the same, so it can merge the coverage information of multiple programs using the same method.

Covoar requires a CPU emulator which captures execution information and has a board support package, which, e.g., for RTEMS, can be found in [17]. Currently covoar supports processing the execution information formats from the CPU emulators QEMU, Couverture QEMU, TSIM, and Skyeye. Further covoar requires installation of the GNU Binutils [18]. From the GNU Binutils covoar uses nm to obtain symbol tables, objdump to disassemble the SUT, and addr2line to associate addresses from executables to filename and line number of source code.

3.1 Execution Traces

In this work we process execution traces produced by Couverture QEMU. The execution traces appear in a binary output file in a format specified within the COUVERTURE project. Two kinds of execution traces are relevant in this work:

Summary traces: The output identifies the address ranges of the instructions that were executed, and for conditional branches, which branch(es) was (were) taken. The output data has bounded size (actually linear with respect to object program size), as it only reveals which instructions/branches were executed and not the entire execution history.

Full historical traces for specified address ranges: In addition to indicating the instructions that were executed, the output shows which branch was taken at each evaluation of the relevant conditional expressions. The size of the output data depends on the execution history.

3.2 Coverage Report Generator

The output of covoar is a detailed report consisting of HTML and ASCII files. Currently these reports contain information about branch and instruction coverage. Further the reports expose execution and branching (taken/not taken) information at the assembly language level and high level language level. The execution and branching information is shown as highlighted code which is directly linked within the report.

The report contains an overview summarizing the output of the coverage analysis, a detailed coverage report containing links from symbols to source code, a branch report containing links from symbols to source code, a direct link to the annotated assembly, an overview of analyzed symbols containing the sizes in byte, and a list of explanations that were not found for this coverage analysis. Explanations allow senior developers to analyze coverage gaps and write guidance for addressing the gap.

4 Experimental Results

Here we show two coverage reports obtained from executing the test suites for the RTEMS OS within Couverture QEMU. We built RTEMS 4.11 with an equivalent configuration for a PC386 and a LEON2 CPU. The executed test suite contained 421 test cases.

4.1 Coverage Report for PC386

To execute the test cases we built RTEMS and the board support packages (BSP) for a PC386 CPU. After a single execution of all 421 test cases, where we set a timeout of 180 seconds, 399 test cases passed, 1 failed, and 21 timed out. The coverage report, generated after the execution of the test cases, presents the results as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 provides a summary of the instruction and branch coverage for six analyzed libraries from RTEMS.

In Figure 3 a list of uncovered symbols from the core library is shown. These symbols are already mapped to the source files which are annotated with executed/not executed and taken/not taken statements as shown in Figure 4.
4.2 Coverage Report for LEON2

To execute the test cases we built RTEMS and the board support packages (BSP) for a LEON2 CPU. After a single execution of all 421 test cases, where we set a timeout of 180 seconds, 409 test cases passed, 10 failed, and 2 timed out. The coverage report, generated after the execution of the test cases, presents the results as shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 provides a summary of the instruction and branch coverage for six analyzed libraries from RTEMS.

5 Related Work

In this section we provide a selection of tools and tool suites related to the tool chain introduced in this work. In [12] the authors introduce a tool chain very similar to the tool chain from this work. The authors of [12] are developers of the extended QEMU, namely Couverture QEMU. The main difference of their work to ours is that they use as a front end a coverage analysis tool supporting code coverage for Ada whereas we support C and C++. Actually our approach is language independent since it relies on nm, addr2line, and objdump. Those handle the language specifics. In this work we focus on C and C++. Also within the COUVERTURE project the authors of [14] provided support for Objective CAML. In [19] the authors describe the application of an open-source tool chain including a tool to analyze coverage. They use Couverture QEMU to produce execution traces and a front end for C code, named XCOV. Unfortunately no further document...
An approach how to perform coverage analysis using on-chip debugging and obtaining execution information via the JTAG interface can be found in [20]. They also used the RTEMS OS to evaluate their approach.

Several commercial, intrusive tools for coverage analysis which instrument source or object code of programs written in C or C++ exist. These are certified tools, e.g., Bullseye [15], SCADE Test Model Coverage [21], or LDRAcover [23] which are used in industry to obtain the required coverage reports.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we introduced a tool chain to measure the code coverage of a test suite. Code coverage represents a measure to assess the quality of a test suite. Since in safety-critical applications, as in the domain of avionics and automotive, complete coverage is required for certification, several different approaches to measure code coverage and tools implementing these approaches already exist. Most of the existing tools are intrusive, which means, that these tools instrument either the source code before compilation or the object code during compilation. Applying our tool chain does not need any changes within the SUT. In this work we explained the CPU emulator Couverture QEMU which executes an SUT and produces the execution information as execution traces. As an SUT we use a real time operating...
system RTEMS for which we present coverage reports as experimental results. We introduce the tool covoar which supports processing of different execution trace formats and produces the coverage reports as HTML and ASCII files.

6.1 What was discovered?

The RTEMS code coverage effort with covoar began between the 4.8 and 4.9 (2008) release series. There was no objective coverage measure before this point. Some of our initial observations were interesting. First, we were a little surprised at the incompleteness of the test suite. We knew that there were some areas of the RTEMS code that were not tested at all, but we also found that areas we thought were tested were only partially tested. We also observed some interesting things about the code we were analyzing. We noticed that the use of inlining sometimes caused significant branch explosion. This generated a lot of uncovered ranges that really mapped back to the same source code. We also found that some defensive coding habits and coding style idioms could generate unreachable object code. Also, the use of a case statement that includes all values of an enumerated type instead of an if statement sometimes lead to unreachable code. Also we generally improved code via refactoring and simplification, changes to coding style and addition of test cases. None alone was sufficient.

6.2 Future Work

Currently we are working on integrating gcov [22] into our tool chain such that we can validate the obtained coverage results of covoar and gcov mutually. Further we will revise the report generator to modularize the output considering the analyzed executable, library or object file. To analyze source code coverage metrics as decision coverage and MC/DC we will map the branches within full historical execution traces to the source code and check whether decision coverage or MC/DC is satisfied.
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